A pico-second resolution arbitrary timing generator based on time folding and time interpolating.
We report a pico-second resolution arbitrary timing generator which is implemented with a field-programmable-gate-array. The arbitrary timing/pattern generator is based on a time folding method which is combined with a delay chain for fine time interpolating. The time folding method can not only break the limitation of sequence time resolution contributed by the minimum chain cell delay but also improve the chain linearity. The arbitrary timing generator which is based on the time folding technique is integrated in a printed-circuit board, and a 5 ps time resolution with enhanced output linearity is obtained. The dynamic range of output pulses from the arbitrary timing generator is from 5 ns to 10 s. In this paper, we describe the principle, the circuit design, and the characterizations of the arbitrary timing generator. We also discuss the improvement of performance in timing generation using the time folding method. The high-performance arbitrary timing generator has a bright future to be used in the applications that require high-resolution timing sequence generation.